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The iterative solution of the stochastic differential operator equation is 
considered for the case of accompanying random, rather than zero, initial 
conditions. The mean solution and the correlation are determined. 
There now exists extensive literature on all aspects of stochastic differential 
equations and their applications. References [l-6] are representative but by no 
means exhaustive. When, in addition to a stochastic input or forcing function, 
the (differential) operator is a stochastic operator by virtue of stochastic process 
coefficients, the problem is particularly interesting. This paper is concerned with 
allowing stochastic behavior in the initial conditions as well. 
In earlier papers [7] an iterative method was applied by the first author to the 
stochastic operator equation L?y - x, where x(t, w), t E T, w E (Q, 9, p). A 
probability space, is a stochastic process and 9 is an nth-order (stochastic) 
linear differential operator with stochastic coefficients a,(t, w), t E T, 
wE(SI),F,p) for v=O,l,..., n - 1. A stochastic Green’s formula [8] was 
obtained under the assumption of zero initial conditions which were imposed to 
ensure the vanishing of the stochastic bilinear concomitant (s.b.c.) term. This 
paper considers the modifications necessary in the case of random initial condi- 
ti2m.s for the above stochastic operator equation. By contrast, when the operator 
is deterministic, i.e., when randomness occurs only in the initial conditions, the 
problem is much simpler and has been dealt with adequately [8]. 
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We have 
L?y = f a,(t, co) (dY/dP)y(t, w) = x(t, w), 
v=o 
where 2’ admits the decomposition 2 = L + R with L an invertible deter- 
ministic linear differential operator. It is natural to take 
and 
L = i (a,(t)> dYjdtV 
V=O 
R = f a,(t, w) dY/dtY, Wl<Tt- 1. 
v=O 
The aV are zero mean random processes representing the fluctuation in each 
coefficient. The solution to Ly = x is given by y = L-lx + 4, where L.# = 0 and 
L-y(t) = j-” Z(t, T)~(T) dT 
0 
where Z(t, Q-) is the ordinary Green’s function for L. The operatorl-lR is defined 
bY 
L-l&f(t) = 1’ I(t, T) 2 a,(~, w) (dY,dT”)f(T) dr 
v-0 
and the operator K adjoint to L-IR is defined by 
Kf(t) = j” ‘f (- 1)” (d”/dT”) [IQ, T) a,(~, w)]f(~) d7 
0 u=o 
= 
s 
’ k(t, T)~(T) dr. 
0 
The adjoint exists if 1 E Cm, 01, E Cy, and x E Co. Clearly, some restrictions are 
necessary on the operator 9 to ensure the continuity (integrability) of the terms 
(WT”) I& 7) CG(T, w)l 
and such restrictions are stated in the previous works. 
Let di, i =: 0, I,..., n - 1, be linearly independent solutions of Ly = 0 
which satisfy the initial conditions (dj/dtj)&(t) = S,j, 0 < i, j < n - 1, where 
Sf is the Kronecker delta. We have 4 = CzIi c,(w) 4,(t) [7]. 
The solution to the stochastic operator equation in the previous work was 
written as a sum y = y. + CT=, (- l)i yi = y. + CT=, (- l)i L-lRyiMl where 
y. = F(t) = L-4 + 4 represents the unique solution of Ly, = x satisfying the 
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initial conditions y(0) L_ O,..., y(+i)(O) := 0. The formal sum may be written 
equivalently as 
y = 5 (-l)i (L-iR)Zy, . 
i=o 
In this form it is clear that if convergence can be assured, y is the solution of 
9y = (L + R) y = x satisfying the given conditions. 
In the case of ,zeYo initial conditions, the stochastic bilinear concomitant 
(s.b.c.) vanished as stated there. Hence L-lR could be written as the purely 
integral operator. However, in general [8], 
L-lRy,-, 
a”(~, co) (dY,Id7”) y-1(7, u) d7 
i” -.cigo - ( 1)” (di’,‘dT”) [Z(t, T) a,(~, w)] ~M(T, w) d-r 
m v-l 
+- zl z. (-1)” (dkl’d+ [Z(t, T) a,(~, co)] (d”-L-l/dC-k-l) *J~-~(T, w) ;;r;j 
= KY~-~ -1 (s.b.c.) (~~-1) ii I 
The s.b.c. vanishes for 0 < m < n, i > 2. For 0 < r < 72 - 1, it vanishes 
because (d’/dT’) Z(t, 7)jts7 == 0; hence, s.b.c. (yi-JjTzt = 0. 
The s.b.c. vanishes at the lower limit 7 = 0 because, for i 3 2,0 < Y < n - 1, 
we have 
(0 dT’) Yi&) h=o 
= (d’/dT’) L-lRyi~,(~) IT=0 
= (d’/dT’) IT Z(T, 7’) R(T’) ~+JT') dT’ IT=,, 
'0 
= 
s T (d’/dT’) Z(T, 7') R(T’) yi-&‘) dT’ ITzo 0 
r-1 
+ c (di/dTi) [(dr-i-l/dF-l) Z(T, 7’) R(T’) ~~~~(7’) 1T,=7] lTxo 
i=O 
-0 
because of vanishing of the derivative of Z(t, T) in the last term1 and since Z(T, T') 
is smooth to (n - 1)st order at zero and the range of integration vanishes. Thus 
s.b.c. (yi-1)]7=o vanishes for i > 2. 
1 (d”-“/dt*-‘)[(d”/dt”) qt, T)l$J = 0 .%nce (d’/cw) qt, T) = 0 for i < n - 1. 
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For zero initial conditions, (6 = 0 so that as above 
(d’/d~‘) y, IT=” = (d’@‘) /“’ Z(T, T’) x(7’) dT’ ~7=,, mm: 0 
” 0 
for 0 < Y < n - 1. Hence for zero initial conditions, one is able to replace 
1; lR bv K throughout. This, of course, coincides with the given solution in 
the previous paper. 
In the case of random initial conditions, the s.b.c. does not vanish at 7 = 0 
and hence must be carried along as part of the solution. Consider the sum 
y = f (-l)i (L-lR)i (L-lx + 4) ==yo + f (-l)i (L-lR)iy, (1) 
i=O i=l 
representing the iterative solution, Since L-lR = K +- (s.b.c.) and since 
s.b.c. (yiJ = 0 for i > 2,y, = L--lRy,-, = (K $ s.b.c.)y,_, = Kn-l(L-lR)yo 
and y = y. + Cy=, (- l)i yi or directly from (l), 
y = y. + f (- l)i Ki-IL-IRy, 
i=l 
= L-lx + 4 + f (- l)i Ki-lL-lR(L-lx + 4) 
i=l 
= z. (-l)i KiL-?x + d, + gl (- l>i Ki-l(L-lR) 4 
= f (-1)i KC+ - R$) + 4. 
i=O 
(3) 
Either (2) or (3) may be viewed as the solution. Equation (2) involves the 
source term x and the homogeneous solution 4. Equation (3) involves a new 
hypothetical source term including the effect of R on the homogeneous solution. 
Thus, the solution for random initial conditions involves both 4 and the s.b.c. 
which vanished in the earlier solution. Since y(i)(O) = #“j(O), the s.b.c. can be 
written either as 
n-l k-l 
or 
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Another way to view this result is as follows: 
y = L-lx + t$ - L-v+ 
= L-lx + c# - KJ~ - s.b.c.(y) 1; 
In V-l 
= L--lx 4 4 - KY f z1 z. (- 1)” (wq 144 4 %(T, WI1 ; c,-k-&J) 
since 
p)(T) lo = p’(T) I” == ny cu.(w) Q)(T) lo = y c,(w) s/ = q&o). 
V==O Ll=O 
Let 
l?L v-1 
* = c c C-1)” (We”) [V, T> @vCT, a>1 lr=O c,-k--I(W). 
r-1 k=O 
Then 
y = f (-l)i @[L-lx + 4 + $1. 
i=O 
This result is, of course, the one obtained previously. Thus, to the previous 
results for zero boundary conditions, one must add all iterates of + and ~,4 by K. 
The case in which, for an nth-order differential equation, there are no random 
coefficients of the terms of order higher than the first, is particularly simple 
since then 
$J = @, 0) %(O, w> co . 
Defining the Green’s function 
I@, r) = 
do(T) 91(T) ’ . . Ll(4 
(-l)"-1 +0;(T) 4;(T) ." '&-l(T) 
W(T) 
we have 
# = Cn-1(t) [%(O> w> cobJ>l 
and 
Y = ,Fo (-l>i m-‘x + 4 + L(t) 4, w) c&)1. 
The kernel R(t, T) of K is -&,(T)/~T = (d/&) [C+(T) E(t, T)] + aa Z(t, T). 
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The more complicated case where R has no terms higher than m = 2 has 
$b = zl z. (- 1)” (d”/dTk) [z(t, T) oLk(T)] (dy-x.-ljdT”-k-l) 4’(T) 10 
= (l(t, 0) C#)} co + (I@, 0) a@)) cl - {(d!‘dT) [z(t> 7) az(T>] lo: C,J 
=-=L(t) ~~l(O>CO + a2(0) Cl - 4%) co> +Ld4 MO) co>, 
where 
Z(t, 0) == $&(t) 
I . . . 0 0 0 
P(t, 0) = det b ... i 6 0 = -4n-2(t) 
5& 
. . . 
az2ct, At) 
(the subdeterminant in the upper left is of order n- 2 and has diagonal elements 
equal to 1 and off-diagonal elements equal to 0). 
EXAMPLE. Second-order equation: Let us consider a specific equation given 
bv 
Yy = d?y/dt2 + a,(t, w) dy/dt + a,(& w) y = x, 
where a, = 1 ~- ao(t, w), (ao) == 1, (01~) = 0, and a,(t, W) == Lu,(t, w), (al> = 0, 
(01~) = 0. 9 I= L + R, where L = (d2/dtZ) + 1 and R = ol,(d/dt) + a,, . The 
solutions of Ly == 0 are Co(t) = cos t and &(t) = sin t; hence, the Green’s 
function Z(t, T) in terms of 4. , +r and the Wronskian W is 
z(t, T) = -(~/W(T)) 1 ztz l zt i / = sin 7 cos t - cos 7 sin f 
=o if t<T 
= sin(T - t) if t),T 
since W = 1. 
& T> = -(d/dT) [z(t, 7) +)I + “o(T) z(t, T) 
= @, T> @O(T) - (d/d4 %(T)} - (d/‘dT) z(t, T) h(T)) 
= Sin(T - t) ((Ye - (d/dT) al(T)} - COS(T - t) oil(‘), 
/J = sin al(O) co(w), 
?’ = go (-l)i =p + + + qt, 0) %(O) co(w)1 
= go(-l)%“[F + co cos t + (cl - al(O) co) sin t]. 
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IVe remark that physical problems will generally be simpler than the general 
equations considered for the nth-order case. Further, since, usually, only one or 
two coefficients would be random at most, the s.b.c. becomes quite simple. 
Expectation of y. Let CX,(~, w) = a,(t, W) - (a,(t, w)). Assume the initial 
conditions are independent of the coefficients 01,. Then 
Since (K) = L-l(R) z= 0, we obtain 
(Y> =L-‘(x) + (+> t- c (-l)i (KQL-l(x) - c (-l)i (KiL-1R) (4). (6) 
i-2 %=I 
Correlation of y. Assume the initial conditions are independent of the forcing 
function. Then 
(y(t)y*(t')) = f 5 (-l)i+j (Ki(t) K*j(t’)) L-l(t) (L*)-l (t’) {x(t) x*(t’)) 
i=O j=O 
i- go z. W(t)L-l(t) R(t) K*j(t’> CL*)-l (t’) R*(t’)) (d(t>d*(f)> 
m 
- zl (- 1Y Wt)L-‘0) RW (C(t) d*(f)> 
m 
- zl (-l)i (K*i(t’) (L*)-l (t’) R*(t’)) ($(t) 4*(t’)) 
+ <d(t) +*w> 
- ,$s z.(- lY+j W(t) L-W R(t) R*W> (4(t)> <x*(f)> 
- z. z. (-l)i+j (Ki(t) K*j(t’)(L*)-1 (t’) R*(t’)j ($*(t’)) <x(t)) 
m + z. (6l>i W(t)) <+*(t’)> <x(t),
m 
i F. (-1Y (K*Yt’D <+W> (x*(t’D. (7) 
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If we let Si = Ki-IL-lR for i 3 1, So = 1, this may be written 
(y(t)y”(t’)) = f f (-l)i+j {Ki(t) K*j(t’)) L-l(t) (L*)-l (t’) (x(t) x*(f)> 
i=o j&o 
f F. z. (-lYfj W(t) s*w> (d(t) 4”(f)> 
+ f f (-l)i+j (P(t) K*j(t’)) (L*)-l (t’) (x*(P)) (4(t)> 
i&l j=o 
m 02 
+ c c (-l)+ <S*i(t’) Kj(t)> L-l(t) (x(t)> (4*(f)). (8) 
i-0 j=O 
The covariance is similarly obtained. 
First- and second-order statistics have also been obtained for nonlinear 
stochastic differential equation [9] and will appear elsewhere. 
APPENDIX 
For the linear differential operator L with homogeneous solutions 4. ,..., CsPr 
(as in the text above) and Green’s function Z(t, T), we show that 
(d”/dT”) Z(t, T)l& = 0, K<lz-1. (i) 
The Green’s function is given by 
1 4, T)I _- - 
W(T) 
, (A.1) 
where Wis the Wronskian of b. ,..., $+r given by W = exp{- $, anel(t) dt} and 
by assumption on a,-,(t) is wellbehaved. A(t, T) is represented by 
aij = (&/dTj) $&(T) forO<i<92- 1; O<j<n-2, 
= h(t) for0 < i .< n - 1; j Ye= n - 1. 
(A.21 
We proceed as follows: 
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Let A$ represent thejth row of A(t, T) so the column vector of the Ad is A(t, T). 
To establish property (i), it is sufficient to show that the kth derivative of the 
determinant, given by (d”/&“) / A(t, ~)j , vanishes for K < n - 1 and t = T. 
We can write this derivative as 
(d”jdT”) 1 A@, T)I = c(k, )...) k,+) 1 kP(t, T)(kj) 1; VW 
krJ,...,kn-1=0 
i.e., thejth row of the determinant is differentiated K, times where K = Cyc, K, 
and c(K, ,..., k,-,) = k!/nTI, k,!. (Note that k,-, = 0 in our case but that (4) 
holds in general.) 
It can be shown that (A4) follows by induction. It is true for k = 0. Assume 
it holds for k < m. Then 
(d/d-r) {(dk/d7”) 1 A(& T)i> = (d/dT) 
1 
i c(k, ,..., k,-,) j f@(t, T)(“) 1 
k,,,.... k,-l-0 
Now, 
= f c(k, ,..., k,-,) (d/h) 1 A’(& T)(kf) j . 
k, ,...I kn..*=O 
n-1 
(cd/&) 1 &, Tfkf) ) = c 1 A+, Tfkf+“) 1 . 
i.j=O 
We can now write 
k+l 
(dk+l/dTk+l) / A@, T) 1 = c c’(k, ,..., k,-,) 1 L!j(t, T)(kf) j 
k,....,k,-l-0 
and comparing coefficients we have 
c’(ko ,..., k,,,) = k! i(k,l~kj!) + (k,lzkj!) + ‘** + (k+l/~k~‘)i 
=(k!/~K,!)(k,+...+k,-,) 
= (k + 1) k!/bIkj! = (k + l)!/gIkj! 
which establishes the desired result. 
It is helpful perhaps to consider an example. Take the 
n==2 determinant 
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Expanding, we have uir as2 + a,, ai - ~6, aI2 - u,,a;, which can be 
rewritten as 
or 
where c(k, , k,) can be ~(0, 1) = ~(1, 0) = 1; hence 
(d/dT) 1 A@, T)l = / fP(t, T)(O) j + I N(t, T)(l) 1 
which is the same as (A5). Similarly, 
(d2/dT2) A(& T) = i c(k, , k,) j Aj(t, T)@) 1 
ko. kl=O 
(A-5) 
W) 
Since k, + k1 = 2, we can have c(O,2) = c(2,O) = 1 and ~(1, 1) = 2. Hence, 
(d2/dT2) / A(t, T)l = 1 &(f, T)(O) j + 2 1 Ai@, T)(l) ; $ 1 #(t, T)(‘) 1 . 
Differentiating (A5) yields immediately 
W) 
which is identical to (A7). 
Returning to the problem at hand, to show (P/&“) 1 A(t, T)/ vanishes in order 
to establish property (i), it is sufficient to show 1 M(t, T)(kj) 1 = 0 at t = 7, 
where k=C~~‘kj<n-lv 
! Aj(t, I) 1 vanishes because thejth row is differentiated kj times; hence, the 
j = 0 row is differentiated k, times. If k, = 0, the first and last rows are identical; 
hence, the determinant vanishes. If k, = k then k, = ... = k,-, = 0 and since 
k < 71 - 1, the first and kth rows would be equal and the determinant would 
vanish. Finally, suppose k, = r where r + 0 or k. Now the rth row Ar will be 
equal to the first and the determinant vanishes. 
Equivalently, suppose I Ai(t, T)(kj) j d oes not vanish and let Y be the largest 
vaIue of k, where the determinant doesn’t vanish. Y # 0 or k as before. Now the 
rth row will be equal to the first row unless the rth row is differentiated at least 
once. Suppose this is the case: say the rth row is differentiated k, times. The 
value of this nonvanishing determinant is the negative of the determinant 
obtained if we interchange the zeroth and rth rows. This interchange then yields 
a nonvanishing determinant with k, -: Y + k, > r which contradicts the sup- 
position that / Af(t, r)o+) 1 does not vanish. 
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